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This document has been created to articulate and communicate our game project (concept). We
strive to detail these accounts in a concise manner, which will hopefully transfer into a
rudimentary understanding. However, if you have any further questions, we encourage you to
contact us.
We thank you for your time and consideration.
Void.
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0.0: Patch Notes

This section is for additions made to this Game Design Document after its initial completion.
0.1: Update (//)
∙

Amended the ‘section’

[ 1.1 – Updated area example ]
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1.0: Project Overview //

This section aims to inform individuals about our game project as a compounded whole.
1.1: Game Concept
This game is a conceptualization of a dream, an illusion created by an individual under the
influence of a drug addiction(s). Through this induced state they appear to be walking on the
moon’s surface, an ambition long subdued by the perils of life.
The ‘dream’ itself maintains a relatively sane composure, although there are various subtle
absurdities put in place to distinguish the experience from reality. For example
interdimensionalesque objects, or interactions may contain a multitude of aspects that surpass
standardized expectations. They will specifically hinge onto vapid humour and philosophical
(conversation, dialogue, noise, etc) to add nuance to the experience, an uncertain depth.
Humour will act as comic relief, or purely as entertainment value, while the other interactions will
try and provoke strange queries; insinuating an experimental nature.
By provoking thoughts in this manner we hope to establish some informal experience that may
benefit the player’s vision of existence, whether that be in a fascinating, absurd or even
repulsive sense is completely open to the player’s interpretation.

1.2: System
This game will support Microsoft’s Windows Operating System (OS), however we have no
intentions of expanding this product onto other OS at this point in time.

1.3: Genre
This game has been established as an ActionAdventure video game.
The predominant features around this game are attributed to adventure; elements of journeying
and progressing through an unfamiliar landscape  which is a significant part of the game’s
concept: walking on the moon. Furthermore, despite this natural flow of explorative play, action
will act as a deviation, engaging players with some interactive features. This additional type of
play will entice player interests into the dynamics of the gameplay  and by maintaining this
investment we hope to draw them to the conclusion of the game.
Both aspects action and adventure benefit our game, creating a more consistent and well
grounded experience.
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1.4: Players
This game is a single player video game, and indulges in formulating a central experience for
that participant.
1.5: Target Audience
There is no set objective  no target demographic that this game identifies strongly with. The
critical discourse in creating this game has been one that resonates with our team’s sense(s) of
entertainment and interest. We hope the merit of this game’s play and experience will evoke the
curiosity of individuals regardless of demographic  whomever that may be.

1.6: Purpose
Our main interests is to create a functional game with underlyingly good qualities, so we can
present our work to family and friends.
However, as a team, we want to create a fun and engaging experience. We have taken many
factors into consideration while generating this specific game idea. We want to make the best of
a bad situation and delve into those dark moments with a some light humour  a way of
maintaining humanity in depths of controversy.
Of significant importance comes the knowledge and skill obtained through working on such a
project. It is our desire that we will gain practical knowledge on designing games, to further our
skills.

1.7: Marketing
We intend to take a loan out from the bank, and find comfort in debtcollecting gutters.
Alternatively, we would like to use word of mouth as a way to project our game. If it holds up to
scrutiny, we are certain it will get to the place it deserves to be.

1.8: Team Members
Me, you, anyone who enjoys slave labor really.
Joshua Fontana  //  Lucien Nahon  //  Simon Toulet  //  Tuan Anh Vu
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.0: Game Overview //
2

This section aims to inform individuals about the type of game experience.
2.1: Content
The following contains a brief of data our game will consist of:
Beginning state  initial cutscene.
Playable character  astronaut.
Drug capsule  pickups(act as health).
Moon crater  map(proximities of play).
Check Point(s)  objects that retain your progression.
Interdimensional objects and rocks formations  environmental objects.
Falling astronauts  in place of asteroids.
Impaired states of play (effects applied over gameplay)  mechanic of play.
Invasion Boss  Escape an enemy.
Rocket Sheep / Ship  leads to victory state.
Victory State  cutscene of events (black and white, moonlanding time, wars, movie scenes,
etc) happening in a quick fashion ending in a black fade out with a gasp as if to awaken.
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2.2: Narrative
The game introduces the player with a quick cutscene (black background, with static
interference and a fade out effect), where the following quote appears (Or is spoken):
“You wanted to be an astronaut but you never quite made it.”
 Anonymous
Hereinlies the story, in the confines of this delicate quote, and although it is  to a vast extent 
left to the player's interpretation to decide the actual story for themselves, there are some
fragments of a vivid individual who make the experience possible.
This vivid individual is a mess, their world and their very existence are on the verge of
surrender.
They have strived, succeeded and failed in whatever walk of life they have taken. Now they
venture on to dark side of the moon, injecting their vices with profound chemicals; or
simplistically plunging into an excessive use of drugs.
They find solace in their dreams of old  childhood visions of watching the moon’s gloomy state 
an aweinspiring affair that never ceased. Reminiscent of these innocent times, they remained
transfixed on this memory, unwilling to abandon the dream of old. Through the use of drugs they
would indulge in the dream, and be rid of this reality; a synthetic state of mind, where all is bright
again.
And while times are certainly bleak, the dream is of an absurd nature; a surreal expression,
profoundly innovation unlike the world at large. But this mental state of mind is more damaging
than they initially perceived leading to an anxiety fueled void of uncertainty.
This illusory sanctuary is a tiresome place of imagination that never truly develops beyond its
own vapid self, and so you must return home; where you, and you alone can change the world
for the better.
When you succeed in discovering the victory state, the player will be given a cutscene that
transcends through various motions of life and eventually fades out into a gasping wake.
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2.3: Playable Character
The vivid individual's’ childhoodenvisioned astronaut will be the playable character in this
game. This is an intrinsic component of the game as it sets a credible account of walking on the
moon, and references back to the initial quote of yearning to be an astronaut.
We also endeavor to apply as many realistic attributes to the space suit as possible, believability
will help emphasize the absurdity of objects placed on the moon.
In addition to this player, we would like to represent the player’s health on their character’s
model much akin to Dead Space (2008). By portraying the player’s health in this manner we
hope to continuously draw the player’s attention back to the playable character’s model  a
reference to an excessive addition; always pulled back down to its sinister motives. This
hardship is for the self, and we would like the play  albeit (probably) subconsciously  to behold
such an instance.

2.4: Environment
As is consistently stated, the environment will be centred around the moon and its surface.
Idealy, we would like to represent the game in a sort of crater, or chasm giving it natural
boundaries while constructing a desolate land to traverse within its confines. Extended upon the
environmental location’s merit, low gravity will provide important functional  offering an
underlying space sensation.
With a barren land at hand, interdimensional objects will play an exciting role within the
landscape. They will include different objects (manmade or otherwise) that will have interactive
qualities, such as exerting sound.
There will also be some falling astronauts in the place of asteroids to make the scenery
significantly more strange. And to further this sensation will be the use of oxygen capsules
which will act as both guidance and assist with an ever depleting health bar  a vital part of
continuing the abnormal state of illusion.
As a precaution to a lack of direction, starlight will offer directional advice if sought or we
daresay noticed.
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2.5: Level Overview(s)
The level design for this game is nonlinear, exposing the player to the entirety of the game in
the first instance  and with this vastness comes the decisionmaking choices of play. How the
player enacts their play is completely reliant on their own interests  we are not generating their
interpretation, but giving them the options to find their experience on their own accord. This is
the central ambition in our level.
However, there will be ‘Drug Capsule(s)’ positioned throughout the terrain, which essentially
keeps the illusion lucid; capable of being explored. Specific areas will require careful
consideration in the consumption of these items, although most locations in the game world will
be absolved of challenge and primarily focus on creating an experience.
Minor ‘Check Point(s)’ will be placed in the environment, stepping near these locations will
trigger a save point so the progress the player made will not be lost.
There will of course be various hints to convey the location of the victory state to players who
are lost, such as the starlight.
Our last contention would be to create a ‘Boss Invasion’ scenario where the player is forced into
a fleeing situation. However, it is critical to mention that this is a trigger event if the player
accidently stumbles upon this mysterious creature while traversing the moon. This concept was
attributed to the initial concepts behind Black Knights in ‘Dark Souls’  where the Black Knight
would be an enemy type that appeared throughout the game  randomly  in search for the
player. As a team, we have decided that this will be the very last thing we attempt to do if we
have enough time, so while it is a possibility it is not a priority.
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2.6: Sound Design
Sound design will be essential in evoking the brooding ambient atmosphere suited to the
vastness of space colliding with the intimacy of memory.
A theme will become increasingly intense as gameplay continues, these changes will be
triggered by ingame ‘events’. Whilst the ambience will initially form a sense of expansiveness to
the player's journey it will build to becoming a hellish and claustrophobic soundscape.
Instrumentation will be kept fairly minimal throughout the majority of the experience, focusing
mainly on pitch shifted keyboard, bass and guitar with occasional simple, yet layered electronic
drum rhythms flowing in and out of scene.
Theme will build in intensity and volume, changing from quiet electronic interplay to harsh walls
of distortion. Effects such as delay and reverb will encapsulate the sensation of scope, but also
the melancholy of nostalgia, allowing spaces of reflection to open up amongst clusters of brittle
sound. Pitch shifting will allow the instruments to have a scifi or otherworldly texture, so as to
be unrecognisable as their original sounds.
Other effects used will be kept to a minimal outside of altering audio tempo, rhythm and adding
gain to tracks for ear piercing discomfort. Gain/digital distortion will be a core component in
creating the sensation of brutality towards the games climax, making players feel discomforted
and desperate. This overall build in sound will be gradual.
Besides the game’s theme, play will consist of sound to notify item pick ups, player
movement/breathing and voice acting at triggered events. (ie the player character will talk to
themselves or witness other conversations).
To elevate the surrealism of our story film or music samples will be spread throughout certain
areas. These will coincide with scripted scenes that depict memories of the player character
being reenacted within their mind during their disillusioned state.
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3.0: Gameplay //

This section aims to create a fundamental explanation of how the game will play from a
mechanical lens.
3.1: Mechanics
Health  The playable character’s vigor is connected to the chemical imbalance which generates
the illusion (dream). When and if the playable character’s ‘Health’ is depleted you will enter a
‘Death State’ and return to a ‘Check Point’.
The lucid state  The state of being able to play; to maintain the drug induced illusion of this
dream.
Oxygen Capsules  These are essentially health packs, drugs that extend the durability of
player’s vigor or rather the player’s perception. If your state of mind is compromised, depleted
then you enter a ‘Death State’.
Oxygen Capsules will act in a dual manner, one obviously insists upon the reality of breathing in
space while the other hints on the addictive side of druguse. We would like to explore this
feature as an Impaired State if possible, whereby the player’s perception is distorted in some
form (when health is near or peaking).
Moving state(s)  The playable character will be capable of moving horizontally, diagonally and
vertically. However, movement will be awkwardly versed due to the atmosphere’s gravity.
Jumping state(s)  The playable character will be capable of making one jump at a time. This
jump will propel you further than a regular jump due to the atmosphere’s gravity.
In addition the player may be given an extended jump which takes part of your health (oxygen)
Interactive state  although less defined, this state will revolve around the parameters in which
the player stands to an object or event.
Death state  When ‘Health’ is depleted the playable character will be warped back to a
‘CheckPoint’ depending on the area(s) traversed and the player will enter a ‘Revival State’ 
losing all their progress in the process. This is to disenfranchise boredom and offers the player a
consistent objective throughout the entirety of the game.
CheckPoint(s)  After a death state your playable character will be warped back to one of these
limited areas, and you will enter a ‘Revival State’; the game will be reset.
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Revival State  The game is reset from a specific ‘CheckPoint’ location.
4.0: Art //


This section aims to explore the direction of art evoked by the game.
4.1: Game Aesthetics
3D Models are intended to be used with a cel shading technique which will encapsulate a comic
stylized art. By emulating this art stylization we aim to lessen the impact of our game’s
underlying tone, making it more appealing to players. We also recognise that this will allow us
leeway into some comic relief at times other art styles would not of accommodated well  which
works exceedingly well for our concept. It is hoped that our team, although, small will be able to
generate some well rounded assets for the game.
In addition, we have a vested interest in learning cel shading, to further develop our skills and
provide an array of learning opportunities in between.
Moreover, aesthetically we are aiming for a desolate landscape, and want the the thematics and
styles to represent this almost barren emotion, far astray from the comfort our world’s
boundaries; a remote and lingering atmosphere.
4.2: Game Title Screen
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4.3: Assets
Models
Player
character
Various rock
formations
Oxygen
capsules
Crater
Various rock
platforms
Newspaper
’Dead’
Astroanuts
Space’sheep’
Surrealist rock
‘loops’
Space (all
around/backgro
und)
Sculptures
representing
people

Animations

Audio

Player
movement
Player
movement
(slowed)
Player
interaction
’Dead’
Astronauts
falling
Death
animation
Oxygen release
boost
Jumping

Player
breathing
Player
breathing
heavily
Player cursing
Player grunt
Player
screams/shouts/
yells
Player cough
Scripted
dialogue
between
sculptures
Scripted Player
lines
Game’s theme
(changes at
various stages)
Vocal samples
Walls of
distortion/reverb
Player
footsteps
(lowheavy
reverb/echo)
Oxygen pick up

Particles

HUD

Dust
Oxygen release
Space
Dust in air

Health bar/bars
with a timer
Player map
Overdose
meter/effect
change
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4.4: Concept Art
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4.5: Inspiration
Inspiration for ‘4/19’ was gathered from numerous sources of films, TV, art, music and of course,
other video games. Listed here are works that vary from an influence in our game’s narrative
elements (True Detective, Prisoners, Interstellar and Requiem for a Dream), visual
style/vocabulary (Borderlands 2, surrealists such as Salvador Dali or Max Ernst), sound design
(Silent Hill 2, Gravity, Altar of Plagues, William Basinski, Sun Kil Moon, Thou), and lastly,
gameplay (Journey, Deadspace, The Legend of Zelda: The Wind Waker).
Although these works of various mediums represented here have impact on our work, they are
not to be seen as any more or less important as inspiration from our personal experiences,
general knowledge on the themes we are exploring or our discussions with one another.
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5.0: Game Layout //

This section aims to elaborate on the interface dynamics of the game. (And control dynamics?)
5.1: Camera Setup
The camera will be locked onto the player’s avatar in a thirdperson perspective, however, the
player will be capable of moving, angling and positioning the camera’s sights in whatever
fashion they deem best. Notably, there are parameters in which you will be unable to angle,
such as any angle that would move lower than the moon’s surface.
5.2: Game Controls
The controls are critically designed for keyboard and mouse.
W (Key) / Up Arrow  Move forward.
A (Key) / Left Arrow  Move left.
S (Key) / Down Arrow  Move down.
D (Key) / Right Arrow  Move right.
Spacebar  Jump
In addition to this singular jump, we may also allow an addition extended jump mid jump, where
the pressure of oxygen is used to project the player further. This will also consume some
oxygen (minimal).
Mouse  Adjust the Camera.
Left Mouse Trigger  Interact / Punch with right hand. ??
Right Mouse Trigger  Punch with left hand. ??
E (Key)  Interact with specific objects / events.

5.3: Player Interactions
Interactions will appear at odd intervals throughout the players desolated walk. This is to
maintain an atmospheric depth, where simply traversing the landscape is desirable for
unfamiliar reasons. As a team, we want every uniquely placed interdimensional objects to be
connected to a specific experience or interaction for the player to concede.
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5.4: Technical Specifications
4/19 
will utilise the Unity Engine - a well-established engine with ease of access, a large

community and powerful multi
platform potential.
This game will be playable on the Windows OS.

“To escape this void you must seek salvation; you must seek the space-sheep.”

